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2. Transfer of Status

**Brief note about nature of change:** minor amendment required to MPLS regulations for transfer of status to make it clear that an interview is always mandatory.

**Effective date**
With immediate effect

**Location of change**
In *Examination Regulations 2016*
https://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/2016-17/rdtm-palifesciedivi/

**Detail of change**

2. TRANSFER OF STATUS AND CONFIRMATION OF STATUS

- 1. *Transfer of Status*

Delete the highlight section:

(iii) ........ **The process of assessment must always include an interview with the candidate if the assessors cannot recommend transfer to D.Phil. status;**

**Explanatory Notes** minor amendment required to MPLS regulations to reflect the policy and guidance so that it is clear that an interview is always mandatory for transfer of status.